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witionalti
Boyum gets one year;
waits judge's decision

•

THE WENONAH PLAYERS will present the last performance of
the Twin Menaechmi tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15 p.m. in Somsen 229. Tickets are still available. Pictured are the twins Mark Orlowski and Greg Elwell. See page 4 for review and pictures.

Intercollegiate debate Pol. Sci. club
held in Pasteur tonight
An intercollegiate debate between Winona State College and
Wisconsin State University, at
River Falls, will be held tonight
in Pasteur Auditorium at 6:30.
The topic for debate will be
"Resolved: That the Federal government should adopt .a program
of compulsory wage and price
controls."
Winona State will take the affirmative view. Those participating will be Pat Ellis, Minnesota
City, and Lee Turner, Winona.
Taking the negative approach
will be Karen Handorf and Bruce
Brovold for Wisconsin State University.
William Peck, instructor in the
WSC Art Department, will be
judge for the debate.

pries problems

The new WSC Political Science
Club is problem oriented.
Interested in channeling student interest into specific areas,
they intend to look into organizations on the campus, find out
how they work or why they don't
work. Two areas of current interest are the student senate and
the opening of a co-op bookstore
for used books.
The club originated to secure
student representatoin at Political Science Department meetings.
Meetings, held every Wednesday, 4:00 p.m. in Dining Rooms
C and D, College Union, are
chaired by President Tom Magnuson.

Singer Linda Rich Chess Club
tourney
to present concert holds
Saturday's
Winners in last

Concert and recording artist
Linda Rich will be on Winona
State campus Sunday, Nov. 15,
8:00 p.m.
With a secondhand guitar and
a sensitivity to living, Linda Rich
began writing songs while studying at Wichita State University.
She is a native of Kansas, though
she has traveled widely in the
U.S. and spent some time in
Mexico.
Her concerts are folk music —
delicate, religious and personal.
Her clear alto voice carries the
big questions of life into song,
then rejoices at the answers that
begin to come. There is both simplicity and depth to her music.
The concert will be held in the
West Cafeteria of the College Union and admission is $1.00. Linda
Rich is sponsored by Inter-Varsit Christian Fellowship of Winona State College.

DZ earns award
The campus organization earning the Minne' Trophy for the
1970-71 academic year is Delta
Zeta Sorority. This is based on
the highest average Grade Point
Average (cumulative), as of the
end of spring quarter 1970, of any
organization who applied for it.
This is the second consecutive
year that Delta Zeta has earned
this trophy.
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chess tournament, sponsored by
the WSC Chess Club were Robert Frisby, Winona, class A;
Philip Biesanz, Winona, class B;
and J. Wereszezak, Chicago, class
C.

Kim Boyum, WSC sophomore,
was sentenced Tuesday to one
year in the Winona County Jail.
However, execution of the sentence was stayed pending the decision of Judge Glen Kelly on a
motion made by the defense.
The defense moved for a judgment of acquittal or mistrial.
When citing reasons for the motion attorney Robert Langford
challenged the admissability of
the testimony of the state's expert witness, and mentioned
grossly prejudicial publicity during the trial, among several other points.
"In a case of this sort," he
said, "the verdist has to be supported on the evidence . . • not
on the gross fears of the cornmunity."
All reasons for motion were
denied by the prosecution.

Graduate students are reminded that there is an opening on
the student senate for the graduate senator position. Filing closes Nov. 17 at 4:00 p.m. and this
will be decided at the meeting
Nov. 17.
Other business at the Nov. 10
meeting included appointment of
Phil Hansen to fill the vacancy
for senior senator and appointment of freshman Pat Sawyer to
the housing committee of the
Student Senate was the following
proposal: In order for the students of Winona State to have an
open channel of communication
with the faculty and departments,
it was proposed by senate president Tom Dunlap to set up representation for students in departmental affairs.

Tom Dunlap, student senate
president, was asked to consider
resigning his position at the regular senate meeting Nov. 3. At
the meeting Nov. 10 that motion
was recinded.
The original motion, made by
Rick Krueger and seconded by
Vern Von Feldt, suggested Dunlap accept the position as senior
senator. That motion was followed by one giving Dunlap one
week to render a decision.
One week later when the decision was due the senate passed
a unanimous decision to rescind
the previous action concerning
Dunlap. The new motion was
made by Rick Krueger and seconded by Larry Niebur.

Participants awarded
in Speech Roundtable
The 69th Roundtable Program,
part of Intramural Speech Activities at Winona State was held in
Pasteur Auditoriurn Oct. 29 at
6:30 p.m.
The following awards were
presented: first prize trophies to
Janet Anderson, Preston; Gene
Pelowski, Red Wing, and Sherry
Yoliel, Albert Lea; second prize
gold medals to Barb Gernes, Rochester; Michael Grubin, Harmony, and Barbara Lundeen,
Roseville; and third prize silver
medals to Cynthia Gahler, Zumbro Falls; Dan Goltz, Winona;
and Susan K. Johnson, Red Wing.
Participating students were
from the 118 speech classes of
Mrs. Patricia Frisby, Mrs. Vivian
Fusillo, Dr. Lyman Judson, and
Mr. Norbert Mills. Class performance was the basis for their selection.
Oral interpretation selections
were presented by Mrs. Fusillo's
students, Greg Perkins, Winona,
and Stephen Roberts, Rochester.
Dennis Brown, Lewiston, gave a
speech to entertain.
Speeches to convince will be on
the agenda for the next speech
roundtable to be held on Nov. 19,
in Pasteur Auditorium at 6:30

Student Mo be organizes
against Viet Nam war
Organized this fall at Winona
State was an organization of students united against the Southeast Asian Conflict. It is known
as the Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) to End the War in
Vietnam.
Members of SMC on this campus hold the philosophy of the national organization centered in
New York City, and that is fighting for the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all United
States troops and material from
Southeast Asia, for abolition of
the draft, and against all forms
of campus complicity with the
war. They also support self determination for Vietnam and
Third-World America, and constitutional rights for G.I.s and
high school students.
A principle in this organization
is full democracy in its decision

Action concerning resignation
rescinded by Student Senate

making policies. This is provided
for at local levels of the organization by the steering committee
which is composed of local volunteer members.
The local organization of SMC
has been busy organizing, sponsoring lectures such as Don MaCurty (regional director) and
Eric Wright, of American Friends
committee, (who worked with the
Vietnamese rehabilitation center), and taking part in a demonstration in Minneapolis last Oct.
31 sponsored by the Minnesota
Peace Action Committee.
Anyone who agrees with the
above stated objectives and signs
the official roll shall be recognized by the group as an official
member. Any person wanting
more information or desiring
membership may contact Greg
Taylor, 103 W. 7th, or John Wabash, 454-4181.

Benefit concert
for courthouse
tomorrow night

p.m.
Students competing will be
from the Speech 118 classes.
Everyone is encouraged to
come and cast a ballot for the
most effective speaker.

A five-band concert for the
benefit of the fund to save the Winona County Courthouse will be
held in Memorial Hall at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow night.
The featured groups will be the
Ferraris, Cottonwood, Windband
Mass, U.A., Rahr's Allstars and
the Rahrettes. All the groups are
donating their services free of
charge so that the concert will
have a low overhead resulting in
increased profits for the Courthouse Fund.
Also on the program will be a
light show by a Minneapolis
based organization. The light
show will be under the direction
of the Rahrettes.
A Laurel and Hardy film will
also be shown during the evening. Admission to the concert
is one dollar.

Winona Symphony
presents concert

Presenting a concert on Nov.
15 will be the Winona Symphony.
It will be held at 8:00 p.m. in
Somsen Auditorium.
The sixty-five members consist
of twenty-five WSC students and
people from the community.
Selections to be presented are:
Symphony in B flat major, Boccherini; Festival Overture, Diemer; Nordic Symphony, 2nd
Movement, Howard Hanson; Polka, Bartered Bride, Smetena and
Orchestral Variations, Sienicki.
Conducting will be Milton Da- Student senators
venport, assistant professor of
music.
telephone numbers
Mr. Davenport also noted that
OFFICERS
the Symphony Orchestra will join
457-2185
the Tri-College chorus in the Tom Dunlap
454-3270
Messiah which will be given Rick Krueger
454-4492
Dec. 6.
Joanie Moyer
SENIORS
452-4874
Greenwich Village Dave Hoel
454-3185
Jim Rue
454-5229
Dean Schtunann
night at Newman
JUNIORS
457-2497
The Winona State College New
Vern Von Feldt
457-2496
man Center is holding its third John Foster
452-7993
annual Greenwich Village Nite Anita Haack
452-5096
on Nov. 18. The activities will be
Larry Niebur
SOPHOMORES
gin at 7 p.m.
457-2862
Featured on the program will Mike Aymond
454-1848
be old-time movies, with W. C. Bob Bambenek
454-1650
Fields and Little Rascals. Also Tim Cashin
452-4940
performing will be Bruce Daniel- G. W. Wildes
FRESHMEN
son, Kathi Ruh and Barb Eue,
454-5396
The Mistersippis, and Joanie Paul Echeland
454-3975
Scott Epstein
Moyer and Cindy Sweeney.
457-2396
Admission for the evening is Pat Sawyer
452-2031
750. Food and refreshments' will Sally Sievers
ACTING RECORDER
be available, with a spaghetti
457-2668
dinner being served throughout Carolyn Pizzala
457-2185
SENATE OFFICE
the evening.
-

-

Alpha Xi Delta announces new pledges
Alpha Xi Delta is a national
The chapter of Alpha Xi Delta
Sorority of Winona State College sorority and has the second larghas announced its new pledges est chapter on campus. It has 40
for the fall quarter.
members. This sorority seeks to
The pledges for the fall quarter cultivate a true spirit of friendare: Kay Swanson, Edina; Mary ship among its members and
Bremseth, Houston; Carol Peter- maintains a high sense of honor
son, Racine; Sue Hoeppner, Wino- and duty through scholarship and
na; Pat Lickteig, Brownsdale, service to the community and
and Cindy Quinn, Bloomington. college.
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Editorials

Problems aired; senate unifies
The student senate has had a number of problems getting started
this year. No one is faultless.
Now that problems have been aired and responsibilities delineated we trust the senate will attempt to work together. We expect to
see it operate in the manner it ought to and demonstrate the purpose
for which it exists.
The following appeared in the senate agenda, Nov. 5, 1970. We
take it as a sign of better days to come:
In order for the student government to provide for the formalization of student opinion and ideas, and to establish procedures for
communicating and implementing the said opinions and ideas through
the proper channels, the senate is going to establish various means
of obtaining the student opinions and ideas on this campus.
Also note that the senators' phone numbers are listed elsewhere
—1.g.
in this issue. Use them.

Editors comment on poem
We have received several comments about the poem printed as a
a guest editorial on Oct. 29. We, the editors, would only like to say
that we are not sorry we printed the item. In the future such things
will be more properly labled and signed, but they will be used.
Not every student on this campus holds the homecoming festivities sacred and those people have the right to have their opinions expressed as well as those who cherish this tradition. —rig., Lg.

Students attend res. hall
conference at Southwest
by Leigh Almo
On November 6 - 8, eight students of WSC's Residence Hall
Government and their two advisors attended the second conference of the Minnesota Association of College and University
Residence Halls (Minn. ACURH)
at Southwest Minnesota State
College in Marshall, Minn. The
conference was held in conjunction with a meeting of the Upper
Midwest Association of College
and University Housing Officers,
(ACUHO).
Minn.-ACURH was formed last
spring in a conference at Mankato State College. Four Winona
State students attended this conference and ratified its constitution. The purpose of the organization is to provide "a forum for
the exchange of ideas . . . develop programs that will stimulate communication . . . and formulating policies as problems
solving techniques for residence
hall living."
The theme of the conference at
Southwest State was "Team,
Task, Total Development—Walk
a Mile in My Shoes'." Students
and administrators met to carry
out this theme. Each group was
asked to step into the others'
shoes" and then to find out "how
many miles they had walked in
each others' shoes." Feelings and
problems of students and administrators were brought to the surface and discussed openly. The
students and administrators then
met with their respective groups
and discussed a varied group of
subjects such as programs and
innovations, room and board contracts and drugs and alcohol.
Concerning residence hall programming, Winona State acquired many ideas for a Residence
Hall Week: community service
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projects; educational, social and
athletic programming; and New
Student Days, just to name a
few.
In the business meeting of
Minn-ACURH, a committee was
formed to investigate the laws
pertaining to alcohol in the Residence Halls. It was also decided
to hold the post-conference evalu.
ation at Winona State on Dec. 5.
Delegation heads and the state
officers will attend this meeting.
In the same meeting Russ
Stanton and Ron Kline of Southwest State were elected president
and vice-president respectively,
to complete the terms of President Jim Swiderski and VicePresident Susan Wiese from St.
Cloud State who resigned due to
academic reasons.
The winter conference of MinnACURH will be hosted at Winona
State in February. This will give
WSC students a chance to see
just what Minn-ACURH is.

Column continues
Action Line, a column printed
last year, will be resumed as
soon as the Winonan receives
some questions to be answered.
The column provided answers to
student questions concerning any
aspect of the college.
Any questions you may have
can be left in the Winonan P.O.
box in the basement of the College Center or taken to the publications house at 227 W. Howard
St. across from the College Center.

Classified services
Classified advertising services
are available to students, faculty
members, and others interested
in using them.
The word limit per ad is 15 and
the charge is $1.00. Advance payments are required, and ads must
be turned in by Friday so it will
appear in the issue coming out
the following Thursday.
Ads may be turned in at the
Winona]) office, located at 227 W.
Howard St. across from the College Center.

Veterans check
Veterans who have not received their checks should first
check with the registrar's office
to see if his certificate of enrollment has been sent of the Veterans Administration. If it has they
should check with the nearest
VA office.

by L. J. Turner
The last edition of this column discussed a certain element of the
student body here at WSC or, for that matter, at any institution of
"higher learning." In this column I would like to discuss a certain
element of the faculty here at WSC or, for that matter, at any institution of "higher learning."
During the course of my studies at Winona State I have tak- notes? Were you ever in a class
en several education courses. I in which the lectures consisted
am now attempting to make some wholly of a regurgitation of the
practical applications of the textbook? Did you feel motivatprinciples and concepts which ed? Did you feel it was worthwere presented to me in these
courses for I am now student while to attend these lectures or
teaching. I now realize more than did you feel you could have done
ever the necessity of motivation, just as well by cutting the lecthe necessity of communicating tures, reading the text, and takwith students, the necessity of in- ing the tests? Were you irritated
volving the students, and the necessity of using good speech to learn that many such "stimuskills in lecture presentations. At lating instructors have attendthe same time, I realize more ance policies? What causes these
than ever how inadequate many situations?
of my college instructors were
There is always the possibility
in these areas. It is my opinion
that these areas are no less vital of outright incompetence or a
to the college instructor than manifestation of the "Peter Printhey are to the elementary or ciple." But that is not actually a
secondary instructor. Evidently,
there are many who think other- cause, but rather a result of a
cause. I feel that one of the mawise.
jor
causes of these situations is
Were you ever in a class in
which the instructor drolled on the fact that one need not have
and on in a monotone without ev- an education degree to teach at
er looking up from his lecture many colleges. Winona State is
such a college. In fact, teachers
at Winona State are not required
to have any courses in education. It is interesting to look at
most universal appeal of the the "eminent" qualifications some
weekend.
of WSC's Ph.D.'s have which
Sunday night at 8:00 p.m. there makes them so capable of eduwill be an orchestra concert in cating their pupils.
Somsen Auditorium. Attendance
In the classroom, an instructor
here would be a meaningful and
must
communicate with his stuworthwhile experience.
dents.
Unless there is some meNext weekend looks more prothod
I
have
overlooked, oral commising: the Union Program
munication
is the only vehicle
Council put off the scheduled Out
available.
It
is my contention
House for a good reason. Save
that
many
WSC
instructors could
Nov. 20.
not
pass
a
course
in introductory
BETTER YET: Just brought to
speech.
These
same
instructors
our attention is the fact that there
may
wonder
why
attendance
in
will be a rock concert Friday
night the likes of which this their classes is so poor or why
school has never seen. Five many of those who do attend
bands will perform. Their only sleep in the back row. Ofter, an
instruction has been to do their
obvious lack of preparation maniown thing.
fests itself in disorganized lecThe Cottonwood is a soft blues
tures
punctuated by vocalized
group whose music borders on
pauses
and other forms of verbal
rock. U.A. is cutting an album.
This group includes Jay Epstein, incompetence.
long considered the top drummer
Yes, there are incompetent inin the state. The Wind Band Mass
structors
here at WSC. Not to say
you heard last year at a UPC open house. The Ferraris will be that they don't know their subhere, plus Rahrs Allstars, who ject areas, but it is one thing to
are funky, put-on and play old- know a subject and quite another
time music. The concert will include possibly the biggest light to convey this knowledge to stushow presented in Winona, using dents. What can be done about
a Laurel and Hardy sound track. this problem? Nothing, for soluAll of this is being donated so tion is effectively prevented by
that proceeds can go to the cam- such things as tenure and the
paign to save the courthouse.
The price is only $1.00, less spirit of "professionalism." There
than the average WSC dance could be some administrative
with one band. How can you lose? evaluation of an instructor's perFriday, Nov. 13, 7:30 p.m., Me- formance, but there never will
morial Hall. —1.g. be. The incompetence will continue and perpetuate itself. At
Enrollment up
least there is some consolation in
Winona State College enroll- the fact that the incompetents
ment has increased 3.3 percent
are in the minority — let's hope
over the fall of 1969.
Total part and full-time enroll- it stays that way.
ment is 4,014, compared with
3,887 last year. This does not in- Deadline for
c l u d e off - campus enrollment
which is being completed.
Publication
Undergraduate enrollment is
To all students, organizations,
3,604 compared with 3,457 last
and
faculty members: All copy
year — a gain of 147 or 4.3 per
cent. Full-time undergraduate en- for publication in the WINONAN
rollment has increased 2.6 per- must be in by the Monday_ precent.
vious to publication at the latest.
While the total graduate enroll- Late copy will be accepted but
ment is down to 408 from 430,
the number of full-time graduate we cannot promise publication.
students has increased from 85 This applies to all stories, fealast year to 101 this fall.
tures„ letters, and ads.

This weekend at WSC...1
This weekend at Winona State
was not planned with the average college student in mind.
Tomorrow night is the final
night of The Twin Menaechmi. It
is a strange cross between educational and entertaining, being
a classic comedy. So far feedback has been mixed. Some members of the audience have been
disappointed and some thoroughly entertained. We suggest you
go and decide for yourself.
Dad's Day will occupy the football team on Saturday at the
game with the University of Illinois at 1:30 p.m. on Maxwell
Field. This event has perhaps the
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WSC political science club

Lower Voting Age

TO THE EDITOR:
The most opportune time to
discard the chains of apathy has
arisen for all students of Winona
State College. No longer do we
have to be divisive in our thinking and actions concerning issues
which in the past have lead to
nothing more than argument,
confusion, and misconceptions,
For the first time, through organized means, students of Winona
State can find commonalty in issues that are of direct concern
to our existances on this campus.
I am speaking of an organization that is student oriented. An
organization that is not wishful
thinking, or a myth, but is a reality• I am speaking of the newly
organized Political Science Club
of Winona State College. This
club includes students from every
department in this college, regardless of race, creed, or party
affiliation. It gives all students

TO THE EDITOR:

Alumni ask for
building named
for Dr. Minne
The Winona State College
Alumni Society is asking the college and the State College Board
to honor the immediate past college president by naming a building in his honor.
The society, said President
Herbert W. Peter, is recommending that a building now under
construction or a future building
recognize the services of Dr.
Nels Minne by naming it Nels
Minne Hall.
Dr. Minne, who retired from
the faculty last spring, was on
the faculty 38 years and was the
college president for 22 of those
years.
The society's resolution says
that Dr. Minne "influenced thousands of students in their chosen
profession, particularly in the
scientific field."

the opportunity to involve themselves in just about any activity
or issue they desire.
Projects and activities will include active student participation in social, political, educational, and recreational levels.
But let me illustrate the uniqueness of this club by a few examples of its interests. Student
representatives from this club
will become active participants
in Political Science faculty meetings where they will have a voice
concerning 1) curriculum, 2) textbook selection, 3) recruitment and
hiring, and 4) off-campus teaching. This, if successful, would be
revolutionary in education and
be implemented in other departments as well.
We are also concerned with
the gross inequities experienced
on this campus, and have decided to take action. We are students who are tired of complaining about the Book Rook Store
and have decided to do something about it. A little competition, we believe, might not hurt
this college! We are also concerned about our activity and

health service fees, in terms of
value for value received! We are
concerned about the empty book
shelves in Maxwell Library.
These are just a few areas of
common interest.
The point is this, for the first
time you have the opportunity to
join an already existing club with
a constitution, officers, and funds
to spearhead the changes we all
are griping about. The club needs
support in terms of membership
for t h e implementation of
change; not change in its common vague sense, but specific
change, namely academically,
the book store, the activity fee,
etc, . . . These are subjects the
Political Science Club is taking
up in the next few weeks.
Look for the meeting posters
for times and place of our meeting. At least stop in and see if
thsi kind off club is really for
real! Membership will take work
and dedication, but when you remember you are the one reaping
the benefits it will all seem worthwhile.
Phil Hansen,
Senior
Tired of the same old highs?
Looking for new thrills and
heights. Just write P. F. Lobotomy, in care of the Winonan.

The amendment lowering the
voting age to 19 considered last
Tuesday in Minnesota appears to
have passed by less than 1% of
the votes. The same amendment
was defeated or passed in a number of other states.
The narrow passage here and
the defeat in other states of this
amendment indicates, I think, a
strong reluctance to admit us to
the voting population. Those already voting see this young age
group as potentially unreliable
in the sense that they will not
perpetuate accustomed ideas. Yet
change through the democratic
process is continuously sounded
by the Agnew types as the correct alternative to change rather
than violence.
It is commonly argued that we
are not yet responsible enough
to exercise this privilege. But in
my opinion one becomes responsible after gaing responsibility and not before for the impetus
is lacking.
I think it would be more correct to say that responsibility is
often used to mean enculturation,
and that we have not yet be-

come enculturated enough. So
ciety's education and other so
cial institutions have not yet
completely indoctrinated us by
the age of 19 into the acceptei
behaviorial patterns and that giv
en a couple more years it might
just succeed.
I can therefore see why large
segments of the voting popula
tion have voted against thi5.
&amendment. I can also see that
their reasoning against the us(
of violence is becoming weaket
and that groups like the Black
Panthers and the Weathermer
possibly have more basis in their
ideas than credited with.
Ken Tschumper,
Junior
M.C. INC. NEEDS HELP. For specification
call 452-7357. Qualifications: Must bi
Polish or a veritable facsimile thereof.

Buy the yearbook.
Who is John Galt?
No matter who they think the3
are they used to wet the bed.
Win $50 Nov. 20 — UPS. Watci
for details in next week's Wino
nan.

YOU MUST
HAVE YOUR
GRADUATION PORTRAIT
TAKEN BY DEC. 8, 1970
OFFERING:
•

Individual Portraits

•

Package Plans

•

Photographic Color or
Black & White

John Abts

ALF PHOTOGRAPHY

69 E. 4th St.

Phone 452-2936

Pick up your free price list in the Publications Office,
313 Somsen

When you know
it's for keeps

r-N_RERNAN
/ MICHSHIN

Happily, all your special moments together will be
symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers."

\HEADQUARTERS FOR

• FRINGED JACKETS
• WESTERN BOOTS
• MOCCASINS
Leather, Beads and Lots of

REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS

Other Stuff
Rings from $100

to $10,000. T-M Reg. A. H. Pond Cornpony

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

/

ti

Come on down to the big red building on the
corner of Hennepin and lst •St. in Minneapolis.

4

Write for Big FREE Color Catalog! it

111111/1AN IIIICKSKIN C11. 144k-"Leather Headquarters of the Great Northwest"

26 HENNEPIN AVE. • MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55401

1

Please send new 20 page booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding"
and full color folder, both for only 25c. Also, tell me how to obtain the beautiful
44 page Bride's Keepsake Book at half price.
F - 70

NOM!

Address
City

Co

Stole

Zip

C)
'KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 132011
■41.1111.

Edwin's Jewelers
50 E. Third Street
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A bit slow but .. .

Audiences enjoy 'Twins
by Lee Gartner
The Twin Menaechmi being
presented by Wenonah Players
provides an entertaining evening.
With each performance the audience seems to enjoy it more.
The last performances are tonight and tomorrow night.
The production often seems to
drag, especially before the intermission. But the play is held together by individual performances. It is interesting to note that
no one is stealing the show, yet
it is individuals that hold it intact.
Outstanding for his consistency
and competence is Keith Anderson, playing a slave to Menaechmus II. Keith is a cord bringing
the entire performance together.
The shrewdness of Barb Eue,
as wife of Menaechmus I, and the
control exhibited in the role of a
courtesan by Karen Jostad demonstrates ability on both their
parts.
John Heddle, as an old man,
though sometimes inconsistent in
his speech and walk, presents
the audience with a very entertaining character. His exaggerated manner could have been a
guide for other characters.
Three minor characters help
the play along. Paul Sticha as a
dull bored cook is a highlight in
the slow first half. Dale Marzolf
as a sophisticated doctor plays
well with Heddle. His voice is
particularly effective for the part.
And Wendy Snyder does a good
job as a main and apprentice
courtesan. She makes her point
clear without overplaying it until her exit which seems forced.
The twins are done without
problems. They lcok and act remarkably alike.
Designed by Jacque Reidelberger, the set is outstanding.
The only flaw is a fountain. Originally perhaps a good idea and a
technical accomplishment the
fountain appears useless and gro-

tesque.
Costumes were chosen to
match the classic setting of the
play and are effective as such,
but many are distractingly illfitting.
Make-up, by Vivian Fusilo and
Jacque Reidelberger is good except on the slaves who appear to
have sunburned legs. Outstanding in the way of make-up is
Wendy Snyder for the effective
simplicity and John Heddle for
the realistic age in his face. Also
a good idea well carried out is
the curbed hair-do's of the Twins.
The production as a whole
seems to drag, particularly toward the end of the first half. The
play itself seems to be written as
bawdy comedy and is not played
that way.
A major flaw in the production
is that it was performed with audience on two sides of the stage
but one side is often ignored.
Quite a few people can not see
the significant action on several
occasions.
The production is a profitable
experience for all involved. For
the audience it provides an entertaining evening with laughs
and an opportunity to see some
fine actors. The chance to see a
play of this period is rare and
should be taken.
For the cast and crews it provides experience, responsibility
and involvement that is always
learned from. And that is what
educational theatre is all about.
Lost — between yesterday and
today, several golden hours spent
in the Smog. No reward is offered, and the finder may keep them.
To cut down on pollution buy
only white paper products; the
dyes in colored disposable papers
are not degradable.

THE TWINS' HAIR-DOS were curled with a hot curling iron by
Peggy Bailey. Smoking a cigar while having his hair set is twin Mark
Orlowski. Peggy Brown, head of costumes, looks on.

.

HEAD TECHNICIAN DAVID VIETHS runs lights from instrument panel pictured above. He is also
responsible for seeing that all technical aspects of the stage and set are functioning and ready for each
performance.

Players' offer insight into
backstage of 'Twins'
Bruce Danielson, vice presi- to the pop machine to get SevenTalking with three officers of
Wenonah Players gives an ad- dent of Players, served as pro- Up for the entire cast.
ded dimension to understanding duction manager for the 'Twins.'
Bruce considers this experHis major responsibility was to ience valuable "because I've alwhat goes into a performance.
Sue Hoblit, president of Play- check up on all crew heads. What- ways been on th acting end of
ers, has served as assistant to ever was not accomplished by it."
the director for the production of the proper crew head Bruce had
About his membership in Playto take care of.
the Twin Menaechmi.
ers he said, "It's been my outlet,
Basicly he had to make sure my entertainment. Since I joined
According to Sue her responsibility was the cast. She had to at- all the odds and ends were set so it has provided nearly all my sotend all the rehearsals, coordi- that each performance could go cial contacts."
nated entrances, watched lines, on. These things included arAs head technician David
checked up on little things and ranging the risers, opening the Vieths is an officer of Players
caught details in prop coordina- ticket booth and being responsi- and traditionally head of the
ble for the slide projector and stage and lighting crews. He
tion and interpretation.
The student director also works slide show that is going on be- must make sure all technical asto unify the cast when spirit lags fore and after each performance. pects are built on time and ready
Amolig his more important du- for each performance.
or personal conflicts arise. GetFor 'Twins' the sixteen-man
ting the director's wishes across ties Bruce listed being sure all
to the cast is also part of her du- the men use deodorant, check the stage crew worked two weekends
men's leg make-up, tying the and three hours a day for two
ties.
"It doesn't sound like much," slave's shoe laces, scrubbing the weeks with the aid of the stage
Sue said, "but the little things add sinks after the cast has removed craft class in order to have the
(Continued on Page 7)
up with a surprising amount of their make-up and making trips
responsibility."
"As student director I have
developed a special feeling for
this show, because unlike the
cast, I have seen every aspect of
it grow from a bunch of lines into a meaningful experience for
everyone involved."
Sue worked with the seventeenmember cast three hours nightly
for six weeks. There are twelve
males in the cast and five females. The two leading female
parts were double cast in order
to provide more female with an
opportunity to perform.
To Sue the position as assistant to the director is the most
gratifying job in the production.
She could watch them come from
something disjointed to "something beautiful in the end."
Sue feels the experience of
working this closely with the production has given her an insight
into the way educational theater
really works. She has learned a
lot without the pushing or drudgery often associated with classroom learning.
Sue recommended students to
see the Twin Menaechmi because
this may be their only opportunity. "It's a period of theater that
is vanishing."
Theater is important to Sue.
She explained that "in no other
field or activity is there as much
TWIN MARK ORLOWSKI is confronted by his shrewish wife,
human interaction and closeness played by Barb Eue. The twin denies her confusing accusations
as there is in the theater."
knowing he is guilty of some but totally innocent of others.
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INVOLVEMENT IN A PLAY is not entirely serious business as
demonstrated by John Heddle, made up for his part as an old man,
and twin Greg Elwell.

Players' 20th

`Menaechnir done in open stage
by Mark Nolan
THIS RUNNING FOUNTAIN is a major techni cal accomplishment of the stage crew. The set, tTesigned by Jacques Reidelberger, was composed of authentic-appearing Roman marble buildings. Drinking from the fountain is slave Dan Smith.

Interested students urged
to attend SAM meeting
promote their career opportunities. A committee has been appointed to look into the matter.
All students with an interest
in any area of business are encouraged to attend. SAM is not
solely devoted to the field of
management. Movies, field trips,
and guest lectures are being set
up, and SAM is interested in
your ideas.
SAM officers are Ron Dahling,
president; Art Yokiel, vice president; Jim Ihrke, recordnig secretary; Tom Bauer, corresponding
secretary, and Paul Steen, treasurer.

The WSC chapter of the Society
for the Advancement of Management (SAM) will meet tonight in
dining rooms C & D of the College Union at 7:00 p.m.
At the last meeting, Dr. Hanlon, new head of the business administration department, acquainted himself with the local
chapter and answered member
questions. The grading system,
class schedule, and teacher evaluation were discussed at length.
SAM is also concerned about the
placement of Winona State business grads and is considering
various new programs to help

See Europe this Christmas
MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGE COMMON MARKET
MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGE STUDENT ASSOCIATION

December 18 - January 3
Round-Trip — Minneapolis - Paris

Only $231a00

2-Week Ski Package at an Additional Price of

$150.00

SKI THE FRENCH ALPS!
including

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hotel Accommodations with Bath
Breakfast Each Day
Lift Tickets for One Week
Transportation to/from Paris
All Necessary Transfers
UNIVERSITY TRAVEL ADVISORS
M.S.C. Christmas L.P.I. 1970
307 Oak St. S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

Make Check Payable to M.S.C.S.A. Trip
Enclosed is My

Deposit for

Places.

Name
Phone

Address
Parent's Signature If Under 21.
$25.00 DEPOSIT

SHORTY'S BAR & CAFE
528 Center Street
STUDENTS: Check into our Money-Saving Meal Tickets!

Housemother's
activities in
Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Xi Delta's housemother,
Sue Dradjeski ("Sid"), has related
a few of her ideas about sororities and the girls in them to the

Winonan.
Being a housemother, Sue gets
in on a few things that the other
girls in the sorority house don't—
such as coordinating girls and
household duties, consuling with
the landlord, and receiving a lot
of criticism for her efforts. Actually, another name for housemother is house president but her
motherly duties brought about
the more common name.
Sue feels the sorority girl "is
involved with everything — campus activities and people and the
community." The typical girl
that sororities are looking for is
one who is "full of life and enthusiasm and sincerity."
"A sorority is not a clique of
girls but a way of fulfilling one's
life" she says. "We have more in
common than just friendship plus
we have Alpha Xi in common,
too."
Sue's feelings concerning criticism of others towards sororities and fraternities are summed
up by this statement: "Don't
knock it unless you've tried it."
Concerning rush, Sue feels everyone learns something and that
it is good experience. "Everyone
should come, no matter what you
think of sororities — good or
bad."
Although her sorority is a social one, they have a service project. They concentrate on underprivileged or delinquent children.
Regarding the cost of a sorority, Sue seems to think the monetary cost is rewarded 100 times
over in spiritual profit.
Sue also participates in Panhellenic C o u n c i 1, Orientation
Team, Homecoming and Greek
Week. Her hometown is Neenah,
Wis.
STUDENTS WANTED for a non-credit
discussion group on the role of students
in society, etc. If interested, contact either R. Stevens, S. Byman, H. Perry, or J.
Reynolds in Somsen 105.

The Wenonah Players, performing for twenty years in openstage production, this year presented The Twin Menaechmi by
Platus. In reviewing a play of
this type, classic comedy, it
seems appropriate to recall the
show as I remember it.
The show begins with a prologue that prepares the audience
with the necessary background
material that becomes useful
throughout the play. Art Humphries delivers the prologue in a
light, humorous way, which seemed effective as the audience was
able to relate what they heard
between Menaechmus I, Mark
Orlowski, and Menaechmus
Greg Elwell.
The play, presented in five acts,
produced an involvement between the actors and the audience that became more intense
as each act progressed. Through-

out the performance both the actors and the audience adhered
to the personal involvement that
makes this play worthwhile and
entertaining. The interplay and
conflict of roles could grow tiring, but this never happened as
it was handled well by all members of the cast. Actors who had
few lines of spoken word did an
excellent job, as the audience response to them was loud and
continuous.
Recalling the scenery in this
play, it can be said beyond question that it contributes much to
the actors and the play. A flowing
fountain is a part of the scenery
that is used, and not merely added for looks. This indicates good
design and directing.
This show, as it was presented
by the Wenonah Players under
the direction of Professor Dorothy B. Magnus, was worth seeing
and recalling.

DIRECTOR DOROTHY P. MAGNUS and assistant to the director
Sue Hoblit confer after the end of the opening night performance.
These two people were responsible for all the activity on stage.
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Detergent phosphates
are major pollutant
by Richard F. Gora
Since 1965 it has been impossible to buy a detergent that is
not biodegradable. Detergent
manufacturers, with the introduction of phosphate based detergents, solved the problem of biodegrade ability.
The average pound of a phosphate based detergent has about
40% of its weight in phosphates.
Phosphates do break down; they
make excellent food for algae.
Algae grows at a tremendous
rate in water that has detergent
phosphates introduced into it.
As the algae decomposes they
absorb tremendous amounts of
oxygen resulting in the death of
fish and the eutrophication of
lakes and other water bodies.
There is a solution to this problem, but it will take the cooperation of every individual using
cleaning products. It is best to
use soap products which contain
little or no phosphate.
Among these are: Soap powders such as Lux and Ivory Snow;
all dishwashing liquids are safe
to use; borax products are safe

as are washing sodas such as
Arm and Hammer.
If detergents must be used then
perhaps consumers would prefer
to use one that is low in phosphate content. The following is a
list of detergents showing the
percentages of phosphates in major detergents, as compiled by
Limnetics, a Milwaukee consulting firm:
43.7%
Axion
40.4%
Bix
35.3%
Salvo
30.7%
Oxydol
30.6%
Tide
30.2%
Bold
28.2%
Ajax Laundry
25.8%
Punch
25.3%
Drive
24.5%
Dreft
24.4%
Gain
23.1%
Duz
22.3%
Bonus
22.2%
Breeze
22.0%
Cheer
21.6%
Fab
19.9%
Cold Power
9.8%
Cold Water All
7.6%
Wisk
1.4%
Trend

TEKEs give
annual awards

Activity
Calendar

Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
announced the winners of their
chapter awards Saturday, Oct.
24, at their annual homecoming
banquet which was held at the
Cerise Club in La Crosse, Wis.
Larry Ernst, a junior from
Fountain City, Wis., was selected
as the top TEKE of Nu Kappa
Chapter. This, the highest award
given to an individual TEKE,
goes to the man who has done
the most to promote Tau Kappa
Epsilon here at Winona State.
Other awards that were presented were the Prytanis Award
to Daryl Bronniche of Bloomington; the Beaver Award to Steven
Hovind of Anoka ; and the Scholarship Award to Steven Dublin
of Winona.
Prytanis Randy Roberts was
Master of Ceremonies at the banquet where over eighty people
attended. Robert Ferris, Business
instructor at WSC and a TEKE
advisor, was the guest speaker.
Roger Runnigen was this year's
Homecoming Banquet Chairman.

State college
vets to meet
The Minnesota State Collegiate
Veteran's Convention will be held
in Winona, Nov. 13 - 14. Headquarters for activities will be the
local Legion Club and the Student Union.
Invitations have been sent out
to Veteran's Clubs in 27 colleges
in Minnesota. Activities will begin
on Nov. 13 with a party at the Legion Club at 4 p.m.
On Nov. 14 an official meeting
will take place in the College Union with Dr. DuFresne giving the
welcoming address to the veterans. Also on Nov. 14 a banquet
will take place at the Legion
Club. The banquet will begin at
7 p.m. A party will be held afterwards.
On Sunday, Nov. 15, the final
day of the convention, voting for
new officers for the Minnesota
Collegiate Veterans Club will
take place. Members will also be
voting on policy issues. Voting
will take place at the College Union at 11 a.m.
John Maletch, vice president
of the WSC Veteran's Club, is in
charge of all arrangements for
the convention.
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NOVEMBER
12 — W Club style show
Wenonah Players fall show, Somsen
229, 8:00 p.m.
13 — Wenonah Players fall show
14 — Football, U of III., Chicago, Dad's
Day, home, 1:30 p.m.
Women's volleyball and swim vs.
Carleton, there, 1:00 p.m.
Midnight Mass, Newman Club, Newman Center
Orchestra Concert,
Somson Aud.,

8:00 p.m.
WIEP bowling, 4:00 p.m.
17 — DZ birthday
Men's Day, Union, 2:00-9:00 p.m.
18 — WIEP cageball, table tennis, gymnastics, swimming, 7:00 p.m.
Student recital, Somsen Aud., 8:00
p.m.
1970 Tri-State Entertainment Conference at Moorhead State
19 — Speech roundtable
1970 Tri-State Entertainment Conference.
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Fly Mississippi Valley Airlines

ALL STUDENTS
50% OFF

Fly

FOR DETAILS CALL
La Crosse
(608) 784-3800
or Winona
(507) 452-4091

MOUNT

FRONTENAC

Mount Frontenac Season Tickets
are Now On Sale!

SK I

Tickets may be purchased from Mt.
Frontenac, R.R. 1, Red Wing, Minn.,
or by calling 454 4421. A 10% discount will be given if you buy your
ticket before November 16th. So be
an early bird, purchase your season
ticket now, and

COME SKI WITH US!

BUY ONE AND SAVE!
CAMPUS ALLIANCE DISCOUNT CARD

C

A

Card
good thru
Sept, 1, '71

Present this card at participating Campus Alliance Dealer for discounts as
shown in the accompanying Campus
Alliance Dealer Directory.

Member signature must be on back of card.

. . . Students ... Faculty ... Staff .. .
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VA. checks include
questionaires
The Veterans Administration
today alerted two million veterans and dependents who get
monthly VA pension checks that
they will receive annual income
questionnaires with their Nov. 1
checks. The VA asks these pensioners to do two things:
Fill out the questionnaire accurately and completely. After
signing it, the recipients should
return the form promptly to VA—
no later than Jan. 15, 1971.
John Murphy, Director, VA
Center, Fort Snelling, said that
snice 1971 pension payments
will be based on submitted information, the questionnaires must
be returned by the Jan. 15 deadline to insure non-interruption of
pension checks.
Murphy said VA pension is
paid to veterans totally and permanently disabled from non-service connected disabilities. Widows and children of deceased
veterans may also be eligible for
VA pension if they meet certain
income limitations.
The night emergency number
of the Newman Center Chaplain
is 452-2386. The number printed
on the back of student validation
cards is incorrect.

Head technician
discusses duties
(Continued from Page 4)
set finished He works closely with
Mr. Jacque Reidelberger who designed the set.
Lighting plots for the shows
are drawn up by Mr. Reidelberger, who supervised the setting
of the lights. For this show most
of the light work, including the
final focusing, was done by Stephen Byers.
As head technician he has to
be particularly careful because,
"The technical aspect has to be
done in such a way that it does
not detract from the actors' performance."
David's position is extremely
important to him.
"I've learned a lot about theater and discovered that once you
are in educational theater it's
impossible to leave. It has made
me decide on a vocation for myself."
"It's a lot of work but once
theater gets in your blood the
work and pain and lack of sleep
turns into satisfaction. You know
you have accomplished something and it's worth every minute of it."

Hallucinogens bring changes
-`acid' found most potent
by Dave Hassett
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Dave Hassett
holds a bachelor of arts degree
in chemistry from Winona State
and is now enrolled as a graduate student here. Any information used in this article can be
documented in at least two current authoritative publications).
HallucinOgenic drugs, also called psychedelics, are drugs which
can cause changes of emotion,
self-awareness, thought pattern,
and bodily sensations. They also
cause visual illusions, hallucinations, and alteration of time and
space perception. These effects
can vary from minimal to overwhelming, depending on the dose
taken.
LSD (Lysergic Acid Diethylamide) commonly referred of as
"Acid" is the most potent of the
hallucinogens. One ounce of LSD
will provide up to 300,000 doses.
There are many drugs with hallucinogenic properties. The U.S.
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, in its publication
"Psychotropic Drugs and Related
Compounds," lists over 75 such
compounds. Some common drugs
of this type of Mescaline, Psilocybin, Dimethyl Tryptamine (DMT),
and Marihuana, which is medically classed as a hallucinogen.
LSD is the most widely studied
and most commonly used hallucinogen. The following questions
and answers represent some of
the information known about this
drug:
What is an LSD "Trip" Like?
After 45 to 90 minutes, thoughts
tend to become pictorial and vividly color e d hallucinations
dominate the user's visual world.
The mind is bombarded with unsorted sensations which may conflict simultaneously. For instance, the user may be both happy and sad at the same time,
sensations of time and self become altered and senses in some
people become mixed. For instance, colors may be tasted,
sounds seen, etc. These vivid effects, called t h e psychedelic
peak, usually last from three to
five hours. Then there is a gradual tapering off of effects for another five to seven hours, the total trip usually lasting ten to
twelve hours. Five different
kinds of "trips" have been des-

cribed in available literature.
What is the difference between a
"good trip" and a "bad trip?"
A "good trip" is one where the
visual and emotional experiences
encountered under the influence
of the drug are pleasant, a "bad
trip" is one where the sensations
are unpleasant. Unpleasant in
this case can vary from mild
feelings of discomfort to feelings
of extreme dread or horror.
Do people do irrational or dangerous things under the influence
of LSD?
It is usually only when the person under the influence of the
drug acts out his feelings that
harm may come. Examples would
be when a person believing he
can fly steps out of a window or
believing he can not be hurt steps
in front of a car. Such cases, although infrequent, can have very
unfortunate results.
Does LSD cause chromosome
damage?
A number Of reputable researchers have reported chromosomal breakage in connection
with studies on cells in test tubes.
A similar number- of researchers
have been unable to confirm
these findings.
What is a flashback?
A "flashback" is a recurrence
of some of the emotions or sights
experienced during an LSD trip,
It can occur days or months after
the last dose of LSD. They have
been known to be brought on Eby
physical or psychological • stress
or by the use of other drugssuch
as marihuana or even antihistamines. Flashbacks are likely to
occur in the frequent user.
What are the physical effects
of LSD?
A person on an LSD trip will
usually show signs of excitation,
hyperactivity, and anxiety with
rambling speech. He will have
dilated pupils, usually increased
perspiration, tremors, and a feeling of being cold. A tolerance to
the drug is developed with frequent use.

Air Force applications
being accepted now
Seniors who are interested in
being commissioned as a pilot
or navigator in the Air Force
should apply immediately, according to Air Force recruiter T.
Sgt. Floyd Schanke.
An Air Force pilot earns
$15,000 a year.
The student who applies now
will receive word about his acceptance within three months.
Until he accepts the oath of service, the student is under no obligation.
To qualify an applicant must
have a degree and pass mental
and physical tests. The mental
test is given at 9:30 a.m. every
Tuesday in room 307, La Crosse
Post Office. An appointment is

not necessary.
A pilot must mave 20-20 vision
with normal color perception. A
navigator must have 20-50 vision correctable to 20-20.
For further information contact
Sgt. Schanke. He is available every Wednesday afternoon at the
Veterans Service, Winona.

Hamlet
The Shakespearean play Hamlet will be presented on the NBCTV network Tuesday, Nov. 17,
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Hallmark Hall of Fame presents the play with Richard
Chamberlain cast as Hamlet.
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WINONA STATE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
STORE HOURS EFFECTIVE

November 2, 1970
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY — 8 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

* * *
FIRST 2 WEEKS OF EACH NEW QUARTER
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY — 8 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
FRIDAY — 8 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
SATURDAY — 9 A.M. TO NOON

* * *
SUMMER SESSION HOURS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY — 7:30 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M.

* * *
FIRST WEEK OF SESSION
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY — 7:30 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
FRIDAY — 7:30 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M.

PART-TIME SALESMAN
FOR
CHRISTMAS SEASON
Please apply in person at
Nash's Men's Department

DEER HUNTER'S SPECIAL

Full Zip Red Sweatshirts
Reg. $5.95 • • Now $3.99
THE

frtewwinottetsudius Store
52 W. SECOND ST.

25
CAR WASH
NEW LOCATION
DOWN TOWN
On Winona Street Between 2nd & 3rd

Under the Bridge.
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Warriors' last quarter
comeback not enough

RON RAHMAN, FRESHMAN, broke the previous cross country
record of 21:19 with a time of 21:08. Rahman finished fourth in
the race.

LaCrosse student breaks
cross country record
(Reprinted from the Winona Dai- school record by eight seconds
ly News)
with a time of 21:11. Although he
The Lake Park cross country still has one year of eligibility recourse record and the Winona maining, Wednesday's race was
State school record both went by probably the final home appearthe door Wednesday afternoon as ance for Oland in a cross counthe Warrior harriers put the try uniform.
wraps on their dual-meet season
La Crosse grabbed the sixth
with a 19 42 defeat at the hands through ninth positions in the
of La Crosse State.
meet to clinch the victory.
Jim Drews of La Crosse knockCoach Gary Grob's squad fined 40 seconds off the previous
ished
the season with a 3-9 recrecord of 21:03 for the four-mile
ord
in
dual meets, and now must
course and finished first in a
gear
itself
to compete in the
The
best
time
clocking of 20:23.
Northern
Intercollegiate
Conferprior to Wednesday's race was
set by Keith Rapp and Roger Jo- ence meet at the University of
hanson of Luther College last Minnesota—Morris this Saturday.
year.
Freshman Ron Rahman finished fourth in the race and provided the highlight of Winona State's
cross country season to date in
the process. Rahman came in
with a time of 21:08 to erase
Dave Oland's previous school
record of 21:19 set a year ago
against Luther.
Rahman was preceded by two
of his brothers from Elgin, John
and Don, on Winona State's harrier squad, in recent years, but
judging from Ron's performance
as a freshman, his potential has
got to be regarded as the most
promising of the three.
Oland, a senior from Bloomington, came in right behind Rahman, and improved on his old
-

I

OPEN TONIGHT
a EVERY NIGHT
?IL 10 P.M.

(Reprinted from the Winona Daily
News, Nov. 8, 1970).
BEMIDJI, Minn. — Quarterback Larry Otterblad passed for
a pair of touchdowns and ran for
another before Winona State finally sparked to life in the final
quarter as Bemidji ended an
eight game drought with a 40-12
rampage here Saturday afternoon.
The game was the season finale
for Bemidji and gave the Beavers
a 1-5 record in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference. Winona
State, with one game remaining
against Chicago Circle, also
boasts a 1-5 NIC mark, but now
has a 1-8 overall record.
Otterblad personally put the
Beavers on the scoreboard with
the only score in the initial quarter as he swept right end on a
nine-yard rund.
In the second period, the 6-0,
175-pound field general hit tight
end Gordy Dault on a 29-yard
scoring pass with 12:39 left in the
half. Mike Tintor then added the
first of four extra point boots.
Two minutes later, the Beavers
added another TD, this one set up
when Paul Swanson fumbled a
Don Wistrcill pass and Bemidji's
Mark Peterson recovered on his
own 29-yard line. On the ensuing
series, Steve Pavlich pushed over from the three to give the
Beavers a 20-0 advantage at intermission.
Winona's staggering offense did
manage to jell slightly in the second quarter but mistakes once
again proved fatal — as they
have all year.
A Warrior recovered an Otterblad fumble in Bemidji territory
but moments later running back
Mike Gunderson fumbled and
Randy Bowen recovered after

sports night
The women's intercollegiate
teams have adopted Snoopy,
Charlie Brown, Lucy and all
their friends for moral support
and to act as mascots for the
various teams.
A Women's Intercollegiate
Sports Night will be held Wednesday, Nov. 18, at 7:30 p.m. ni
Memorial Hall.
The gymnastic team will perform various floor exercise routines, the volleyball team will
demonstrate different skills, the
basketball team will play a partial game; the swim, tennis and
softball teams will have booths
set up for their individual sports.
Areas will be set up for each
sport with team members available to answer any questions.
WIEP feels that playing on an
intercollegiate team has many
advantages. Among them are the
spirit a team activity produces,
the opportunity to meet people
from other colleges and the development of skill in a particular
sport.
Attend Winona State's first Women's Varsity Sports Night.

Wistrcill had directed the Warriors to the Bemidji six-yard line.
The Beavers' onslaught continued without rest in the second
half as Wayne Olson rambled 60
yards for one touchdown and Otterblad hit Jim Wood on an eightyard scoring strike to build the
margin to 34-0.
At that point in the third quarter, however, Warrior Head
Coach Moon Molinari replaced
junior Wistrcill with freshman
John Eichholt. The 6-3, 180-pound
signal caller went to the air almost immediately and with 2;39
left in the third period connected
with Ron Fugelstad on a 29-yard
scoring pass.
Eichholt came back in the
fourth quarter with his second
TD pass of the year, this one going five yards to Jim Dybevik
with 5:37 left to play.
The young freshman quarter.
back continued his hot streak
later when Doug Thompson recovered a Bemidji fumble on the
Beaver 42, hitting Dybevik on a
play that went down to the onefoot line. Running back Craig
Halvorson, however, was stopped
on a fourth down situation and
the Warriors were forced to turn
the ball over again.

CINEMA

Ends Tuesday

1

7:15 - 9:20

The Ruthless Panoramic Drama Of

LEE'S SURRENDER
LINCOLN'S ASSASSINATION
THE SIEGE OF ATLANTA — THE KU KLUX KLAN
SHERMAN'S MARCH TO THE SEA —AND MORE.

The Original Classic
D. W

Internship program
here to be discussed
Mrs. Yvette Oldendorf, Cornmon Market Coordinator for the
Minnesota State College System,
will visit Winona State College on
Friday, Nov. 20, on behalf of
the system-wide Student Internship program.
Mrs. Olderdorf will be primarily interested in meeting with
students and faculty in order to
answer questions and to discuss
the internship program.
Mrs. Oldendorf will be in conference rooms 1 and 2 of the
College Union from 10:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m., Friday, Nov. 20.

WISP holds

GRIFFITH'S

I HIE 15 FIF HI .
OF Ai MINI 0114
NOW COMPLETE WITH SOUND EFFECTS
AND THE AUTHENTIC MUSICAL SCORE ,
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A IOSEPI-1 BRENNER
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ASSOCIATES PRESENTATION
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% . 4:4

LILLIAN GISH • HENRY B. WALTHALL ' MAE MARSH • MIRIAM COOPER
DONALD CRISP • WALLACE REID RAM WALSH
Wail on the Novel THE CLANSMAN By THOMAS DIXON •

STATE1
BARBARA STREISAND

DinKtiml by

W. GRIFFITH

Ends Tuesday
9:30
YVES MONTAND
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"ON A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE FOREVER"

WINONA

1

Ends Tuesday
9:20

7:15

-

BARBARA HERSHEY

(The Girl from Last Summer)
as

"THE BABY MAKER"

POPULAR RECORDS
3 FOR $1.00

Freedom to Create Life and To Give It Away!

Griesel Groc.

What kind of a girl would become a

410 Center St.

11/2 Blocks East of Campus

Open 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
7 Days Each Week
To Serve You Better

"BABY MAKER?"
What kind of a wife would hire her?
What kind of a husband would ask his wife to do it?
What kind of a boy friend would allow his girl friend to do it?

SEE:

BARBARA
HERSHEY AS

"THE BABY
MAKER"

